
 DGR Trim D.09
Three-knife trimmer for ShortRun and 
SingleCopy Softcover products and 
Hardcover book blocks.

Operation
The enhanced D.09 makes it easy to 
adjust a new format size either manual 
with hand wheels or quickly entered 
into an optional touch screen monitor 
whereby the machine  will adjusts in 
seconds accordingly. Jobs can be 
stored into the control panel and 
recalled. No make-ready parts and fine 
tuning is necessary. An attachment 
mounted on the infeed is measuring 
the thickness of a new product for 
perfect accuracy and sends the 
information to the control panel. An 
optional barcode reader will make it 
possible to operate machine in 
SingleCopy mode, format change on 
the fly.
Products are transported spine leading 
into the pre-register station on the 
infeed. The precise transport into the 
first cutting station is done between an 
upper and lower transport belt. 
Pushers will then register the product 
against back stops and from the right 
and left side to align the head and tail 
register.

A very unique pressing device will hold 
the product in place while the servo 
driven side knifes trim the head and tail 
in a swing motion.
Separate sets of upper and lower belts 
will transport the product into the 
second station, the front cutting unit. A 
pusher bar registers the product 
against a spine register. The elastic 
pressing device in the front cutting unit 
will contact the product at the spine first 
to remove any air between the pages 
and eliminate wrinkles. The front 
cutting knife, again in a circular motion 
is cutting the final front trim. The 
innovative cutting stations allow 
extreme large trim off’s. 
After all the three sides have been 
trimmed, the upper and lower belts will 
gently transport the product out of the 
machine onto a roller conveyor. 
The trim waste can be collected below 
the machine into a large container or 
an in-house existing waste extraction 
can remove it automatically. DGR  North America

Today’s challenging economy and customer demands have raised the 
business goals in the print finishing segment. Fast turnarounds, efficient 
operations, high flexibility and versatile in production are the standards of 
today’s printing business. 
As the market moves toward digital print, short-run production of soft and 
hardcover products is becoming more desirable than ever. The pace of 
change, shorter print runs and faster delivery times have been more 
important these days.

Description
The ShortRun D.09 Three-knife trimmer has extreme short change 
over time and no make-ready parts. Products are trimmed in two 
separate cutting stations, head and tail trim first and then face trim in 
the second station. 

front cutting concepthead and tail cutting concept

Special Features and options
Ÿ Infeed right, left or straight
Ÿ No make-ready parts, no cutting table or pressing blocks to exchange.
Ÿ Modular cutting unit design, nearly identical for all three knifes.
Ÿ The cutting unit’s modular design allows for less mass, translating into less vibration and 

force need for the cutting cycle.
Ÿ Head, tail and front cut simultaneously at two different stations.
Ÿ Knives are precision guided for exact cut. 
Ÿ Precision application of controlled force for the knives eliminates excessive contact with 

the cutting sticks. No knife deformation is extending the usage time of the knives and the 
cutting sticks.

Ÿ Special sequential closing of the pressing plate releases air between the pages from the 
spine to the front producing a precise face cut which eliminates wrinkles. 

Ÿ Extreme large cut offs possible for side and front trim.  
Ÿ NEW! Optional function to trim gate fold products in one pass
Ÿ Remote access for service.
Ÿ Easy access for changing all knives as the front cut unit is movable.
Ÿ Pre-registering of books in the infeed area, additional registering of books in cutting unit 

stations ensures highest cutting accuracy.
Ÿ Optional servo motor for quick and automatic make ready with job memory feature.
Ÿ Optional barcode reader for 100% automatic make-ready on the fly and data collection.
Ÿ Waste removal by optional transport belt or tray for in-house removal.
Ÿ The waste removal allows the separation from head, tail and from front cut off.

The innovative design of the D.09 head and tail cutting station is worldwide one of the only 
truly and very unique concept which has no pressing blocks or cutting tables to exchange for 
any size when changing the format. 100% zero make-ready is archived if the machine is 
equipped with the optional servo drives and barcode reading attachment on the infeed. 
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Gate fold production
In order to eliminate running gate fold products in two passes or have two trimmers inline, DGR 
has added this new feature to the D.09. While the product is been aligned in the front cutting 
unit, suckers on the top and bottom will guide the gate folds into a rail before the face of the 
book will get trimmed. This function can be activated and deactivated over the control panel 
without the use of any tools. 

New



ShortRun - SingleCopy TRIM D.09

The DGR ShortRun and SingleCopy Trim is especifically 
designed for trimming soft and hardcover products

DGR Trim D.09 
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max: 12.79” x 16.92 ”             325 x 430 mm
                    min:    3.62” x   4.80”                92 x 122 mm

max: 11.81” x 16.53”               300 x 420 mm
                           min:   3.54”  x   4.72”                 90 x 120 mm

        max:   2.36”                                            60 mm 
                           min:    0.08”                                              2 mm   

                     up to 2,400 cycles / hour in short run mode
                     up to 1,200 cycles / hour in single copy mode        

                     3,000 lbs                                            1,350 kg

Electrical power consumption: 6KW, 400V, 3phase

 Trimmed:

 Thickness:

 Untrimmed:

 Weight:

 Speed:

DGR was the first manufacture who designed very unique short run 
equipment with no make ready parts and zero set up time. The 
innovative ideas, technology and revolutionary concepts have been the 
solution for this competitive business. 
After years of gathering more experience in the field, DGR has now 
released the new enhanced SingleCopy-ShortRun three knife trimmer 
D.09

Book thickness measuring device Head register

Now with option to cut gate fold products in one pass

New

Feature!

 Head trim:
 Foot trim:
 Face trim:

          min/max: 0.08” - 0.98”                       2 - 25 mm 
          min/max: 0.08” - 0.98”                       2 - 25 mm 
          min/max: 0.08” - 0.98”                       2 - 25 mm 
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